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Placement Center Provides Tools To Seek Employment
Unless you've already
a life-time contract lor
vour career after graduation,
vou'd better get to know Mr.
Bill McGregor.
He's got contacts with the
people who can consider you
for employment* He's also got
ideas to help you discover
vour field of interest, and tips
to help you land the position
signed

vou want.
Mr.

McGregor

is

-responsible for University of
the Pacific's new Career
Planning
and
Placement
Center. His office is located
across from
the main
entrance to campus, in the
Alumni House.
McGregor distinguishes
the two facets of the Career
Planning
and
Placement
Center services.
Placement Center
The Student Placement
service maintains a collection
of local iob opening an
nouncements. Included are
janitorial, clerical, tutorial,
sales and restaurant jobs, and
non-Work-Study positions on
campus.

Many of the employers
can be contacted by the
interested student, but the
Placement Center must
screen applicants for certain
positions.
Students interested in
these part-time jobs register
class schedules with the
Placement Center. As
employers list opportunities,
course schedules, interests
and skills are considered for
each student on file.
According to Placment
Center records, 600 students
were placed through this
service last year. McGregor
estimates that 25 per cent ol
the undergraduate student
body will utilize this aspect ol

electives or a second major.'' contacted prospective em
Students entering their ployers concerning place
senior year or their final year ment of UOP graduates. He
of graduate study are eligible terms the response from his
Career Planning Center
to establish a placement file. letters to 350 major com
Included in the placement file panies as excellent.
The Career Planning
As a
result of his
program is concerned with the are reference forms, a
development
of
career personal resume and forms correspondence, three of the
top eight accounting firms in
selections and objectives for for campus recruiters.
the country have already
Should
a
student
come
to
the future employment.
to interview UOP
By encouraging the lower the Center without any agreed
division student to begin definable fields of interest, seniors this year. "None of
investigation of
career McGregor notes that he might these firms have sent
alternatives, McGregor hopes be referred to the Counseling representatives to UOP
to assist in selecting courses Center for vocational aptitude before."
Recent History
that will increase eligibility testing. "After gaining some
insight
into
possible
areas
of
for employment. "A student
Prior
to
McGregor's
interest, the student could appointment as the Director ol
can often
pursue an
benefit more from the Career the Placement Office last
impractical major area ol
study, but improve his Planning programs."
November, UOP's assistance
McGregor has recently in the placement of her
qualifications
through
graduates consisted only of
maintaining and duplicating
the confidential files required
for positions in the field ol
education. Although the
student placement service
was added
at that time,
McGregor was also still
responsible for the Alumni
and Parent Relations pro. gram.
The Student Placement
University of the Pacific Stockton, Ca.
October 5, 1973
Vol. 73, No. 4
CENTER cont. pg. 12
the Career
Planning and
Placement Center during the
1973-74 year.
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Legal Aid
Becoming
A Reality

Drive Seeks
Funds For
Renovation
Bringing the teaching
and learning of the University
of the Pacific up to the levels
consistent with its expanding
reputation of academic ex
cellence is the goal of a cam
paign to raise $16 million.
Stanley McCaffrey, Pres
ident of UOP, felt that the
Greater Pacific Campaign is
especially important at this
time. UOP has not had a ma
jor fund-raising drive in sev
eral years. The physical en
vironment must be up-graded
at this time if UOP is to move
ahead.
The Greater Pacific Cam
paign, which will be officially
announced later this month
and continue until January,
1975, is subject to continuous
review to determine the most
effective use of all donations.
Preliminary plans have
allocated $3,000,000 for the
library. The last addition to
the Irving Martin Library was
completed in 1966. Since then,
the number of books as well as
the number of students using
the library has increased.
Funds from the Greater Paci
fic Campaign would relieve
the over-crowded facilities
with the construction of a new
library, or library addition.
Science Center
Preliminary plans also
called for $2,500,000 for a sci
ence center to take the place of
Weber Hall, which was among
one of the first buildings con
structed on the Stockton camPus, and to coordinate the cen
ters for biology, chemistry,
geology, physics, geography,
and related sciences which
FUNDS cont. pg. 12

President Stanley McCalTrey talks with students about the Knoles Field parking lot.

Knoles Parkins to*

McCaffery Responsive-Students Apathetic
President Stanley McCaf
frey and top administrators
were ready to discuss the
Knoles parking lot proposal
and other related subjects at
the lot sight last Monday but
students that were expected
did not show up.
Almost 1000 students
signed a petition to tem
porarily stop the bulldozing ol
"
r..
1J
TV/I
nPafl'rou
Field.
McCaffrey
Knoles
construction
in re*
stopped
sponse to demands but as he
attempted to explain the posi
tion of the administration
Monday, only about forty stu
dents and faculty listened.
McCaffrey explained that
with the construction of the
University Center 109 less
parking spaces on campus are
available and the parking

problem is very critical. In
order to accomodate more
cars the parking lot was built
by the tennis court already.
Alternatives to making a
parking lot out of Knoles Field
were sought. UOP has made
an offer to buy all or part of
Delta campus; however, the
Stockton Unified School Board
has made no determination as
to what the campus's future
will be
The section of Knoles
nciu
Field that has been desig
nated for parking, according
to McCaffrey, will not affect
the use of the field. This sec
tion, in the rainy season held
water like a bog. The parking
lot will have basketball courts
on it and will landscaped with
trees,
according
to

The
ASUOP
Legal
Counseling Service, first pro
posed last spring, will become
a reality, hopefully, within the
next two weeks, according to
ASUOP
President,
Sue
Harlan.
After securing approval
and
cooperation
from
McGeorge School of Law, the
biggest obstacle was finding a
room where the law student
and student client could confer
in privacy. Room in North
Hall has become available and
will be used for the service.
The Legal Service will be
an experimental
project,
limited to one year on the
Stockton campus. Two to
three McGeorge students will
travel to Stockton one or two
times a week, depending upon
office
availability
and
demand.

Operations
McCaffrey.
Dr.
Robert
Winterberg added that an
The Counseling Service,
ordinance states that lor
every ten parking spaces when set up, will operate in the
there must be one tree.
following manner:
1. The student client will
McCaffrey admitted that
he wanted to see the Knoles walk into the office and be
Field lot constructed im handed a "Student Legal
mediately tp meet the existing Assistance Interview Record"
problem. In doing this he did to fill out.
2. The law student will
not foresee the opposition that
arose. In the future, all plans look at the card to determine
for campus development will whether or not the Service can
be presented for review by a handle the client. If accept
planning committee, which is able, the student will take the
well
represented
with client into the interview room.
3. The law student will
community members, several
weeks in advance so all begin filling out an "Intake
the
concerned can express their Sheet", setting out
problem
and
background
rele
views.
Prior to McCaffrey's talk, vant to the case.
4. If preventive advice can
Preceptor to Callison College,
LEGAL cont. p.12
KNOLES cont. pg. 12
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Deadline Hears For State
Scholarship Applications
Students wishing to apply
[or the California State
Scholarship lor next year, the
academic year 1974-75, must
do so before midnight ol NOV
EMBER 20. Applications are
now available in the tinancial Aids Office and you are
urged to apply if you do not
already have one.
More than 11,000 new
State scholarships will be
awarded lor next year. At
Pacific they range from $500
to $2,200. They are awarded on
the basis of financial need and
a combined computation ot
Scholastic
Aptitude
Test
scores and cumulative gradepoint averages. If a student
has more that 50 percent ol his
courses on the pass-no credit
grading basis his eligibility is
established by doubling the
Scholastic
Aptitude
Test

scores.
' Each applicant is also re
quired to submit a Parents
Confidential Statement (PCS)
to the College Scholarship
Service no later than Decem
ber 11. These forms are also
available at the Financial
Aids Office.
Many times students do
not apply because they feel
they would not quality in
terms ol need. Sometimes this
is true, many times it is not.
Need is based upon many 1ac
tors besides income, such as
size ol family and numbei ol
students attending college.
Since there is no charge loi
lor applying and onlv a
small fee for processing the
PCS, every student who iccls
he might qualify is urged to
complete an application.

-....JSSSKS:.-""*™"
•»
Dissatisfaction Cooks Along
With Food In UOP's Kitchens
By PATRICIA SHERRON

They do not love
that do not show their love.'
William Shakespeare

Choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut and
superb color. There is .
no finer diamond ring.

Fairbrook conceeded that
Employees Speak
Has Food Service short
the workers were working
changed
its
full
time
Salad women in both harder than they were in the
employees in an effort to save Grace Covell and Callison kit
past.
"Sixteen
hundred
money?
While
economic- chens, who wished to remain
students were previously led ;
strategies dictate the quan anonymous, commented that
in three cafeterias, now 1200
tity and perhaps the quality ol the work load is unreasonable
are fed in two. Also the
the cafeteria entree, on the and the wages are not high
catering responsibilities of the
other side of the food counter enough to compensate for the
old Anderson cafeteria are
there lies another aspect to the amount of work required ol
now being handled by Grace
lightening of the food budget.
them.
Covell. Yes, our workers do
Paul Fairbrook, director
An additional cook and work hard, but not as hard as
of UOP Food Service, con salad woman in Callison, and
they would in comparable
tends that there have been no two more salad women and a
commercial positions. We
lay-offs in the kitchens, but
can't allow the increasing
both Fairbrook and Eddie porter in Grace Covell, were
costs of food and labor allect
the
estimated
number
of
fullLang, director of Grace Covell
kitchen, admitted additional time employees that were the quality of our food and our
employees have been hired in neededto make the work pace recipes.''
the past few years, and re more comfortable. A Callison
placements have been made worker felt that the service to
tor only the most strategic the students would definitely
positions.
.
, be improved with more help.
Lang admitted that the
The number ol meal
tickets sold this year is the full-time employees were not
Share a tray of Japanese
same as the number of tickets unionized, but he felt that the cuisine while you wear a tradi
sold last year, according to retirement,
pension,
dis tional Japanese kimono at
Fairbrook. However, the addi ability, and health insurance Nippon no Yoru
(Japan
tion of the new Pacific Club were good.
Night). This Callison Collohas increased the already
Fairbrook Answers
quim will be designed to re
taxing responsibilities of the
Fairbrook says all cafe capture the atmosphere of Ja
same individuals who have teria full-time employees' pan as experienced by Callistudent
feeding
responsi wages are in line with the
son's last year's class in
bilities. Now Fairbrook has union scale except for the
Japan.
added the chore of catering to cooks, who are lower. He then
The Ted Thomas movie of
student outings to the same presented a statistics sheet to
Callison in Japan, an ama
understaffed
cafeteria support his claim.
teur student's work judged
workers.
outstanding by most, if not all,
of its viewers, will be shown.
Other students will be showing
slides and presenting their art
work and personal treasures
INDOOR
AND
S H A D E PLANTS
brought from Japan.
This will bean all-campui
colloquim. The date is Mon
day, October 15th, the tim<
6:15 p.m. lor dinner and 7:0'
p.m. for the program
Yonoda's Japanese Restau
i 99
rant of Stockton will cater

Share The
Japanese Culture

registered

T-M Reg. A.H. Pond Co.

PLANT WORLD
GRAND OPENING
SPECIALS!

POTTED PLANTS OO"
LARGE ASSORTMENT

M M

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 23*.
p.73
NameI

Address-

I

City.

i

State -

-Co..

-Zip.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201

WE OFFER
A
LARGE
ASSORTMENT OF QUALITY
PLANTS
AT
VERY
REASONABLE PRICES.

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap

708 SWAIN RD.
STORE HOURS: MON.-SAT.

<7kaMBRIDAL REGISTRY

10-6

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
OPEN MONDAY EVENING
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Covell College

Problems Stem From Uniqueness
Can anyone define "interamerieanism"? Does anyone
know? Does anyone care?
Hiding behind the terminol
ogy ol inter-amerieanism
could possibly be one ol
Covell's
most
important
problems.
When students graduate
from Covell. they receive a
degree in 1NTFR-AMFR1CAN1SM. Their major, per
haps Biology, receives second
billing on the diploma. It is
claimed that Covell wants to
"hang-on" to students by re
quiring numerous humanities
courses dealing with interamerieanism. even it a stu
dent is majoring out oi Covell
in an entirely unrealted field.
Isn't the purpose ol Covell lo
promote inter-amerieanism
as a stepping-stone Irom its
highly
specialized
mull icultural/bi-lingual
at
mosphere ol all ol UOF and
from there out?
"Shock"

Smallness seems to be a
vicious circle for Covell. The
percentage ol Latinos en
rolled is down from 50 percent
to42 percent. In the future, es
pecially this coming Febru
ary. enrollment is hoped to in
crease. However, there isonly
a fixed amount of scholarship
money for Latinos and the
United States
government
does not provide any scholar
ship money tor them. With tui
tion constantly rising, this
may mean fewer and lower
Latinos lor Covell.

Reputation
Speaking ol Latinos and
scholarships brings up the
problem ot Covell's image on
campus. Because Covelianos
have in the past tended to iso
late themselves Irom the re
mainder of UOP. Covell has
developed an extremely mis
leading reputation. For
example, all the Latinos why
attend Covell do not come
from wealthy laniilies! There
is a real need lor the scholar
ship money ottered to Latinos.

Another problem related
to Covell is-aptly named "Cul
tural Shock". For the Latinos
(Latin Americans) there are
great ditlcrences between tne
American university educa
tion and their own. Latin
American universities lean
The other three trees towards much more memori
which border the construc zation and beginning study ol
tion on the West side would al the "carera" (major) and
so have been eliminated had only the carera, immediately
nothing been done. However, upon starting school.
The preconception which
the construction plans were
Beyond this comes the im
Latinos and Gringos, (North
checked and the entire project mense cultural shock ol the soAmerican students), have
was shifted five leet to the called American Way ol Lilc.
about each other can also he a
East to allow these trees to re Suddenly, for the Latino,
problem. Often, the Latinos
main.
everything is dillerenl, Irom
look upon the Gringasas Tree
With the help ol just a lew
food lo language. Frequently,
and anything goes", while the
the cultural shock causes La
concerned people, the student
Gringas see the Latinos as
body of UOP will once again tinos to stick too much to
"Latin LoversIn a sense
enjoy the beauty ol these gether.
this is an extremcmly super
trees.
ficial problem: nevertheless,
Smallness
' there is a tendency to wonder
The first ol the RhoChi
how many North American
One problem which is
Society films of interest to
girls attend tor the Latinos
shared by all the cluster col
the students training lor
and not the courses.
leges is that ol smallness. In
medical and para-medical

Pictured above is one of the trees removed trom the Univer
sity construction site at the cost ot $2,000.

Students Save Redwoods

What is so special
about a couple ol trees? Does
jrogress draw the line ol what
s expendable? in perhaps one
j[ the better kept secrets, pro
gress took a step backward to
ave a couple ol trees.
The trees involved were
he three redwoods located
entrally within the bounaries ol the new housing con
traction. The plans called lor
he elimination ol these trees
ntl three other larger red
woods to clear the area lor the
onstruction. According to
'aul Fairbrook. a grout) ol
oncerned students ana the
administration worked loletherand a lew changes were
made. The administration
•pent an estimated $2000.000
|>r the relocation ol the trees,
these trees are now located
leross the street irom
Knoles Hall on the Southlast end ol the construction.
Ihey are being stored until the
lompletion ol the constrme
lon upon which they will be re
flated in relatively the same
•rea.

Ri7 I
I«ca CHIRFT
IMf;
By
LISSA
SHIRELING
Covell. smallness means li
mited class offerings and in
some eases the courses ot
tered could beot a higherstandard. Problems such as lew
professors with doctorates
and many who do not speak
Spanish have also been men
tioned.

professions will be shown
on Thursday, October 11.
1973, at 11:00 A.M. in R 104
at the Pharmacy School
Rotunda.

SUPERSCOPE.
You never heard it so good *

DECORATED IN RARE
& BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUES
OLD TIME ATMOSPHERE
OLD TIME GOODNESS
OLD TIME PRICES
OLD TIME HOT HOME MADE YEAST
BREAD

It is basically diflicult to
talk about the problems oi
Covell and not mention its
uniqueness and advantages.
There are always problems,
but . aren't
there
also
solutions?
Inter-ameri
eanism is a bi-lingual and
multi-cultural learning pro
cess seems to, lor the most
part, be resolving Covell's
problems almost as quickly as
they develop.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

H

<n

)o]rtgoham

I for Christmas.!

I

For information and reserva- •
tions mail this ad, phone or •
stop by and ask Laura •
Thomas at ASUOP Travel
Service, University of the •
Pacific, Stockton, CA 95204,|
946-2233. Explore the alternatives before you decide to •
go home this Christmas.

I

I
I
I

Circle destination of
interest and mail.

New York (JFK)
Flight #518 American Air
lines 707, Dec. 18 return
Jan. 22, from SF $179.

I
I
I
I

Flight #387 Trans Interna-I
tional Airlines DC-8, Dec. 18I
return Jan. 1, from OAK
$170.

Paris, France
Flight #228 Trans Interna- _
tiohal Airlines DC-8, Dec. 28 I
return Jan. 23, from OAK & •
LA $265.
_

Freeport, Bahamas

Flight #291 Trans International Airlines DC-8, Dec. •
29 return Jan. 13, from LA I

I
I
1
I
I

$160.*

Mexico City

"

|

Flight #629 United Airlines|
DC-8, Dec. 29 return Jan.
21, from SF $159, from LA •
$145.*

Charter flights available only to students, I
faculty, staff and their
immediate families of •
UOP, Stockton.

Name

Address

DELIGHTFUL FOOD

WEST LANE
LIQUOR

AAA APPROVED

Charles and Charlotte. Owners

463-0271

(Lsquina de West Lane
y Harding Way)
Lerveza .

Vino

State
Sony Model TC-110A AC/DC
Portable Caeeette-Corder*
with Bulll-ln Cond«nMr Mleropbon*

1537 NORTH WILSON WAY

Th. popular TC.110A make, . latjj.
T°da

Clase de Licores

hceemos nuestros servicios
Para lu organizacion de fiestas

,riend%.^.^ex«utlv^

11?Paaree that the TC-110A is hard to
beat (or great all-around parlormanca
and dependability.
$129.95

IH'S

v Sabados 7:00 a.m. 'a

WM
61 30 Pacific Ave.
477 0032

In Marengo Center

Associated Student •
Travel Service
'Housing programs available. -

and

i olefono: 46.5-7803
^omingo a Jueves 7: 0(1 a.m a
L\ 3D •.

J

Fare based on Pro rata|
share of minimum-group 40
and includes an administra-|
tion fee of $15.00. Fare isI
accordance with tariff on file •
with the CAB and includes all taxes. Fare may vary I
based on the actual number I
of passengers travelling. AirJjiraft are B707 or DC8 je^J
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rwho's Getting the Axe
Each year the ASUOP Senate must haggle over the yearbudget and in the process it inevitably leaves some students
disgruntled. This year, however, GOP cultural events may
feel the ax.
, „
.
Due to a cut in the Social Commission s Special Events
Fund, ASUOP may not lund the Iree-lor-students drama
nights. In previous years ASUOP has contracted with the
drama department for one night of each Production lor $2D0
plus $1 per student for attendence exceeding 250. Last year
ASUOP and students got their money s worth, and inret
productions drew over 250 students.
i_i„lir«it v
The benefits of this program are enormous. University
theatre is unique in several ways. First and loremos , i is
educational. Students involved in the productions gain a wide
variety of acting and technical experience. Since University
theatre is not completely dependent on box olfice receipts, a
wider range of plays (from Shakespeare to heiller) can be
offered. Thus the community is provided with the oppor
tunity of seeing more than the usual bland lantasy produc
tions. Students can attend good theatre on a regular basis.
Pacifican reporter, Stanzi Uherek, took a survey ol lilty
UOP students and found nearly unanimuous support for con
tinued funding for ASUOP night. Petitions beingcirculated in
favor of the program have over 250 signatures as The
Pacifican goes to press. There is apparently widespread
support among students, and as one commented, We pay
enough to ASUOP. This would be like having to pay twice."
The majority of students surveyed who attended UOP drama
productions did so on ASUOP nights.
Perhaps the most important reason iorcontinued funding
lies in the word recognition. Students put in countless hours
preparing a dramatic presentation. ASUOP nights show the
support of the student body for their eilorts and provide
recognition for those among us who exhibit special talents.
ASUOP exists to serve students. All students do not have
the same interests. Those who want to dance, or watch a lootball game have that option. But those students interested in
entertainment of a different caliber should not (for $75) have
the opportunity denied them. UOP s drama department has a
lot to offer, but it needs your support.
Open meetings to discuss the budget begin on October 10.
The Pacifican urges the ASUOP Senate to reinstate ASUOP
nights to give drama students the recognition they deserve.
By ELLEN POWELL

perspective

Those people who have made Cesar Chavez and his
struggle for power in California agricultural iields their
cause can be pleased with what appears to be a truce between
the UFWOC and the Teamsters.
The agreement appears to leave representation of field
hands to Chavez and retains jurisdiction to the Teamsters in
operations off the farm in packinghouses and trucking.
Although the Teamsters and the UFWOC may have struck a
bargain they feel will bring peace to the Central Valley lields,
the matter still is far from settled.
Urbanites and college students with little knowledge of
farm problems have long made the "non-violent Chavez
their idol. His struggle for power in California's grape vine
yards has made him a hero on nearly every college campus.
But the stories of the worker who is caught in the struggle
for unionization remain untold.
Little press coverage is given to the worker who is
threatened by acts of violence against himself and his family
to support a strike. Instead the press coverage is given to paid
union pickets who appear to be peacefully demonstrating.
Little attention is given when a worker takes a cut in pay when
Chavez organizes lettuce fields that have been repressented
by the Teamsters for the last twenty years.
Of course, to see the previous facts, one has to turn off his
television set, drop the newspaper and visit various areas of
conflict in the Central Valley.
But what of the workers? Many were frightened away
from $75 a day jobs picking cantaloupes this past summer
through threats of violence. This winter when Mrs. Chavez is
the toast of every eastern college campus, workers might not
be sharing his success. Indeed it may be a cold winter for
many as the harvest is only seasonal.
The farm labor issue is a vast complex problem. In an
atmosphere of violence, greed and power struggles on both
sides, little has been accomplished. Growers and the unions
take turns arguing both sides of whether freeelections should
decide represetation.
The time is now for federal legislation aimed at agree
ment that both sides can live by. That legislation would
best be aimed at applying National Labor Relation Act
standards in the field which would provide the much needed
free elections. It is October and the cold winter is
approaching.
'

By STEPHEN SMITH

Knoles Paradise and Apathy
dents working with me went to which could have possibh
S dining tolls. 1 thought kept KnolnS Field Irom b,
Monday, October 1, was a
day that was a little diiierent that maybe they had had a coming a parking lot. Liy„
for me than most days, in that better response. Obviously with a group ol apathetic at,
disinterested
students
I was supposed to speak at an not.
hardly
going
to
make
my yea
The meeting was impor
all-campus meeting, which
at U.O.P. fascinating.
tant
and
people
worked
hard
was organized by three stu
dents (myself included), and to get it organized. I would like
Lynne St.
some administrative mem to thank all of the "inter
ested"
students
lor
making
bers. We planned to meet in
Knoles Field to inform all stu such a fantastic appearance,
dents, faculty and administra
tive members why the South
end of Knoles Field had been
their censorship extends
chosen for a parking lot; what Dear Editor:
As a student, 1 would like other areas? It may not
other areas were proposed to
be grass for play and recrea to comment on Dr. Gwenneth long until not only
tion; and when the plans Browne's
letter (Pacifican, religious freedom is
Sept. 28) concerning admini paired, but ouracademicfn
would take effect.
dom as well. If the adnn
Another issue to be stration control over the use of
stration can say who may
discussed which was particu Morris Chapel.
larly
displeasing
and
In assessing the reaction may not use the Chapel, w|
frightening to me, was that 1 of the University community is to stop them from refusi
felt things were happening in to this issue, 1 have been the use of U niversify buildii
the administration of UOP honestly appalled at the total to student groups, not
that I did not know about, and lack of concern, or even inter accordance with their viei
that I felt all members of this est. It is becoming apparent or forcing the cluster collej
university had a right to know. that the implicationsare more to toe their ideological line
Because of this, the other two far reaching than most of us is high time that we wakeuj
students and I started to work would like to think, and 1 be this pervasive encroachm
with administrative mem lieve that is is time that both
upon our rights, and refusi
bers to plan an all-campus students and faculty become allow it to continue.
meeting to inform people. 1 aware of the insidiously
In closing , I would liki
assumed that there would be a growing tentacles of the take Dr. Browne's thought!
large crowd of interested stu administration.
step further - are we not only
dents at this meeting, due to a
If we allow the University remain "unchurched"
petition which 955 students to dictate who may use the executive mandate, but i
had signed. Working with Chapel - based, of course, on schooled as well?
these people pleased me and the hierarchy's conceptions of
sparked some enthusiasm and "appropriateness" - then how
Anne Claire Fad
concern for a place where 1 am long is it going to be before
to live for at least a year.
At 4:00 p.m. Monday 1 was
ready to give my speech. The
' all-campus'' meeting of in
terested members at this uni
versity turned out to be a joke.
""
The meeting consisted of a
number of Raymond stuuc.io, a few administrative
dents,
members, a few faculty mem
bers, and a very insubstantial
amount of students from other
colleges, all of whom 1 would
like to sincerely thank for
making an appearance. My
feeling was one of great dis
couragement
and
disap
pointment. I guess that I mis
interpreted "interested" stu
dents for apathetic students.
You might say that no one
knew about it. The meeting
was announced in last week's
Pacifican, ASUOP had bulle
tins placed all over the cam
pus, and Monday the other two
students and I went to the
dining halls at noon to tell
people who may not have
heard. I knew after going
around the dining halls that
people just simply did not care
and' would not come to the
meeting, but the other twostuDear Editor,

Unschooled and Unchurched
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Friday Afternoons Or,'UOP And Beyond'
By EDWARD DANSE

Freddy
Vaeumebruin
hesitates for a moment at the
^neouy
machine,
tlien
furns to leave UOP s Irving
Martin
Library,
tripping
clumsily as he tries to avoid
the swinging door that comes
slamming violently back into
its original position. Despite a
ew groping efforts made with
his bailing arms to save him
self the horror-tilled Paeilie
student hits the pavement.
With his senses lully re
covered alter a minute or two.
Vacumebraine shakily stands
up, dusting off his rear end and
side in the process. Suddenly it
occurs to our friend that the
campus is totally deserted.
"But this can't be true.
It's only five o'clock and of
course there should be more
students wandering around
the campus on a Friday alternoon," he tells himself. For
tunately for Vacumebrain's
pride, no one has seen his spec
tacular fall.
Through Freddy's eyes
the campus strangely appears
as if it were the set lor the
movie. The Day the Earth
Stood Still. Vaeumebruin is
really at a loss. Not an
automobile is in sight. "1 just
can't explain it. They defi
nitely couldn't have solved
our famous parking problem
and moved all the cars to the
paved-over Pacific Memorial
Stadium, now could they?"
Freddy asks himsell in a
moment of deep contempla
tion.
Passing by the ASUOP
office, Freddy steps inside
only to find ASUOP vice-presi
dent, Michael Heer, greatly
entrenched in the task ol
organizing the sections ol a
little white and blue booklet he
has on his desk.
HEER - "Say Vacume,
what's new?"
VACUME - "Well, Mike,
I'm frankly feeling quite skep
tical about the outlook ol

things to do around UOP and
Stockton this weekend. I didn't
read in the Pacific catalogue
when I applied to come here
that Stockton was the armpit
of California' - a rather deso
late armpit on weekends at
that! "

'

UOP, declaring two or three
weekends to every school
week. That way we won't have
to pave over Raymond College
lor the desperately needed
parking facilities. No one
would be around Pacific and
thus - no cars! Hey, Mike,

A U.O.P. co-ed prepares to "take- off" for the weekend.
HEER - "How pessimis
tic you are, Vaeumebruin!
Why not think more posi
tively? Stockton does have its
limits for fun and social ac
tivities, but Freddy, you have
to go out and look for things to
do or plan something your
self. Life is too short to sit
around and think about the
fact that there's nothing to
do."
VACUME- "Lei me think
about all that iora minute. It's
all a bit heavy for me at this
time of day." He pauses, and
then adds excitedly, "Say,
thinking in a more positive
light,
we could possibly
impose martial law herbal

i DAMAN'S IMPORTS i

Make An
Appointment
- Then Get Sick

you're not listening. What's
the booklet? " Vacumebrain
fixes his eyes for the first time
on the little white booklet.
HEER - "It's the new
ASUOP Student Handbook '73
that we have put together here
at ASUOP. Take a copy,

Freddy. It has a section called
Stockton and Beyond' that
was written to give interested
students at Pacific an infor
mative and honest picture ol
various services and forms of
entertainment available in
and around the Stockton
area."
Vacumebrain takes his
one and a half pound wire rim
glasses off and examines the
booklet, skipping around from
topic to topic, and reads
aloud:
VACUME
"ASUOP
Handbook
'73,
ASUOP
History. Executive Branch,
Social Commission, Legisla
tive and Judicial Branches,
Student Services. - this even
has the Constitution!"
HEER - "Turn the book
over to the reverse side,
Freddy."
VACUME - He begins to
read a few topics covered in
this section tilled Stockton
and Beyond." "Getting There,
Restaurants. Pizza & Beer,
Parks. Spoils, and Movies.
But there isn't a Bar and
Tavern'
category,"
he
exclaims, (pause) "Anyway,
this booklet definitely is quite
original. Maybe we can now
change Stockton's classilication from the armpit ol
California' to one of the best
bathroom slops between San
Francisco and Lake Tahoe.
~ H E E R - " G O on, get out ol
here, Vacumebrain, belore 1
personally sweep you out ol ol
the office."

Take good care of your
self. Medical attention is pre
sently a little hard to come by
at Cowell Student Health Cen
ter. Shorthandedness is the
reason; appointments are
the result.
The position of medical
director is unfilled since the
August resignation of Dr.
O'Donnell. Until a Search
Committee can reccommend
a replacement, the Health
Center is operating with a
skeletal staff.
The only gynecologist has
his bi-monthly visits booked
into December. "The GP'sare
so busy with other ailments
that
they
won't touch
gynecological problems,' a
nurse explained. Women are
directed to Planned Parent
hood, the Public Health Cen
ter, or Family Planning lor
more immediate care.
Another gynecologist and
a medical director/lull-time
doctor are being advertised
for, indicated Search Com
mittee Chairwoman Cham
bers. Responses to the opening
have not begun in any number
as yet.
So your degree of illness
determines whether you'll see
a nurse, get an appointment,
or receive immediate care.
And we're still paying the $30
per semester for Health fees
as we did with a full-time
doctor.
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Emotions Shorpened When
Opener
By MARC1A SCULLY^ ^ ^ J

• I have come here tonight
musl iel ^ occur.' I am Black
to take away your script, your and proud of it, and that is my J
schedule. 1 have come to condition, said the Reverend^
impregnate you - to get you Cecil Williams.
off of your schedule. 1 hope
• What is my response?
that by the time 1 leave here In explaining how to answer
onight there will be some this question The Reverend
pregnant people around - no gave his personal response.1]
over a period of nine months am an angry Black man, 1 say
but rather over a period ol that wherever 1 go. 1 am angry
about violence and suppresl
nine seconds.
This comment and others sion and I show my anger. Yet
like it awarded The Reverend
I love people. I embrace them
Cecil Williams a standing when they come to my altar]
ovation when he spoke to When people come to my altar
more than 250 people last with a foul breath and a stink,)
Tuesday night in the Raymond may cringe when 1 see then
Great Hall. The Reverend is coming, but then, when 1 do
administrator and director 0 embrace them, the smell
the Glide Memorial United turns good and I leel good all
Methodist Church in San over. I have extended my love
Francisco.
in ways 1 never thought
"There is no diety that
Note the sign, a typical scene in Stockton gas stations.
would."
can save mankind, we,
Love and Anger
(women
and
children
Reverend
Williams
included,)
must
save
speech
reached
an
emotional
ourselves. Our love is not to be
zenith
when
he
cried
out, "My
saved up and stored, it is to be
strong
as
my love
anger
is
as
expressed,"
said
the
By DAV1I) SEGEKSTROM
and my love is as courageous
gas Reverend.
the
as my anger." This statemen
Time is Now
Stockton is having a seri tailers have reduced the pro should deplete
than
sooner
aroused an enthusiasts
available
a
lot
fit
margin
for
his
station,
"The
reality
of
life
to
me
is
ous gas problem, and it isn t
anyone
expects."
due to Paul Fairbrook's and second, he is not re
people," said Reverend response oi "right on, ant
All agreed that Phase IV
ceiving
that
much
gas
irom
Williams. We must deal with "you know it."
cuisine.
controls
were "screwing ourselves as we really are, we
"What tirr\e is it
The current gasoline wholesalers anyway.
When asked what he things up," as Betz put it.
must be in touch with the REALLY," was the Rev
shortage has made itself pain
"We just live from day-to people around us. The time is erend's final question. It
fully
apparent
to most though the reason was for the
his answer he dealt with U.S.
motorists, but it has hit decreasing supply of gas, day here," said Betz. "1
imperialism, racism, wit
Stockton gasoline retailers the Hensley replied, "I don't think participated in the gas strike
men's rights, education, reli
you could find a retailer who the retailers had for one of the
hardest.
five days-Sunday." (Sept. 23)
gion and the poor.
"It stinks," says Glenn would really know."
Hensley and Hayn also
Hensley said that while he
In reference to educatio
Hensley, proprietor of Glenn's
joined
the
strike
for
one
day,
is
operating
under
Phase
IV
the
Reverend told the mor
Arco, at the corner of Harding
the following Monday.
than 200 students present th<
and Center streets. "I've had conditions, he is losing "lorty
"Most stations in the
when they get out ol eojlej
to cut off help, reduce my to sixty dollars a day. If it gets
Stockton
area were closed on
any
worse,
we
gotta
close."
they will not be able to use
hours of operation, and ration
that day," said Hensley.
gas. If something doesn't
great deal ol what the
Hensley didn't feel it was
Gene Hayn< , who owns
learned.
The
audiene
happen soon, I gotta close.
Cecil Williams
The problem, according to and operates Mosstown Mobil, too hard to obtain gas in now, there is no other time like responded
with
nods
Mr, . Hensley, is two-fold. at the Hammer Lane exit on Stockton if one was from out of this time, we must decide and agreement and somewh
First,
President
Nixon's Highway 99, disagrees with town. "You might have to look act out our lives. It is subdued applause.
"When people go runnii
Phase IV price controls on re- this. "We didn't have no su- around," he cautioned, "but it happening now!"
plus," said Hayn, "I think the wasn't impossible. Lots of
Putting strong emphasis around saying 'Jesus Save
stations, like the fill-em-last on his belief that, "it is it bothers me. Don't cor
shortage is a real crisis."
Hayn continued, "The and Terrible Herbst, have a happening now," the Rev telling me that Jesus loves n
DRESS UP
around.
new
cars
as lot of gas to go
lit
v»
tuiu consume twice
—
erend outlined four questions rather tell me that you lo
YOUR DIAMOND
much fuel as the old ones. This Diff icult, but not impossible
which he believes people me." The Reverend said tl
the Jesus movement is not 1
should be asking themselves.
To begin with, the movement at all, but rati
Reverend said that one should that it is certain people's w
be concerned with his ot dealing with their own pri
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
location. With a great deal ol lems. He emphasized
Party Supplies • Groceries - Keg Beer| voice inflection and head beliei that people must si
shaking
the
somewhat themselves.
SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR
SORORITY & FRATERNITY
The Reverend said I
evangilistic
Reverend
12S
E.
JAMESTOWN
I
FREE DELIVERY
FUNCTIONS.
the
individual must 1
STOCKTON.
CAUF.
J
asked,"Where
is
my
location,
PHONE 470-3275
himself before he can I
where is my topography?"
anyone else. "How couli
love you without caring
and loving myself."
In the question-ans
period which followed
speech
the
Rever
demonstrated his sympi
for the woman's moven
MP-154
PENDANT SETTINO
when someone asked
M-48
whether he believed in (
RING SETTING
Our exclusive program of
The
Reverend answered
medically
supervised
injections,
Your diamond will look
yes, he did believe in "H<
brand new in one of our
2 nutritious daily meals from
beautiful modern settings.
She.'
_
Webb's (optional), plus weekly

What Happened To The Gas War?

r—

SeqanuU

Liquors !

..you'll get additional
affection with
our weight program!

Rings, pins, pendants . . .
each to enhance the true
brilliance of your diamond.

body wraps, is tl.e quickest,
easiest way we know to get
your weight problem under
control. Call today!

478-5000

INAMASU. JEWELERS
37 N. SUTTER
4fi3-44?0

Illustrations anlarcW to show <WUiL

•%*.
FREE
CONSULTATION
WITH NO
OBLIGATION!

zJVIayfair Professional Building
8 W. Swain Road, Stockton

FEATURING

FRANCIS A. SCHAEFF1

Over 10 Titles Availab

FAMILY BO<
STORE
Weberttown Mall
open week nights unti
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See the Minstrels Of Dawn
At The Renaissance Faire
made jewelry, pottery, can
dles. stained glass, icons, and
iron work for which visitors
may barter.
The entire Renaissance
Held in the Black Point era is re-established at the
of Novate in Marin laire. Tradition demands that
County each 'weekend, until the laire serve as neutral
October 14. this laire unites ground where inter-tribal
strangers who share the glory lighting ceases, to be re
placed by trade and lesol- nature, the experience ol
tivities.
In this 20th century,
purchasing handmade wares
from thier makers, the the brotherhood and friendli
savoring ol l'oods lrom alar, ness ol the Renaissance Faire
and socializing in the Medi are heartwarming in their
eval and Renaissance spn it rebirth.

Simple P^asures are the
. ust •• This popular com
mercial jingle captures the
mood permeating irom the
Renaissance Pleasure Fame

ol E n g l a n d .

. . .

Participate in the lestne
mood by attending in Renais
sance dress, and by dancing
and singing with minstrels
and troubadours. Delight at
magicians, actors, socerers
jesters, jugglers, pipers, and
puppeteers.
Jewelry
Pride and creative indivi
duality are displayed in hand

Bcllydunecrs
As a meeting place of mer
chants. a diverse selection of
foods and entertainment unite
at the Pleasure Faire. Sam
pling English tarts. Spanish
(Jaspacho. Grecian baklava,
cheese cake or meat pies, lairgoers may encounter fortune
tellers.
Arabain
bellydancers,
fencers
or
alchemists.

Competition and games
establish pleasant rivalry as
children bob for apples and as
spectators join in street
games, tug-of-war, archery,
croquet. or fencing.
Apprentice
Take a fancy to a craft and
become an apprentice for the
day. Learn the art of basket
weaving, batik, or candlemaking. Add to the celebra
tion by making yourown flute,
puppet, or pot.
By sticking on the
"Tapestry of the Faire'' one
may establish a bond between
oneself and nature, handi
craft, laughter, and fellow
ship borne at the Renaissance
Faire.
This delightful event
which begins each September
is extremely authentic as visi
tors wind through tree-shaded
canyons tilled with rustic
booths
and
Renaissance
spirit.

change them," explained council, that would include all
Randy Snider, president of five fraternities and four
Omega Phi Alpha. Will sororities, was well received.
The council, described as an
Cogswell, president of Phi
Kapp Tau, pointed out that it is advisory body where all the
unfair to compare UOP's Greek houses would have the
Greek system with those of opportunity to" discuss and
other schools as the size of work out mutual problems and
campuses
vary,
thus goals, is result of several
necessitating different rush years of ef fort to alter the IFC
system. The Council has not
and pledging programs.
The proposal for a Greek yet been officially established.

Richard K. Williams,
Dean of Men and advisor to
IFC,
applauded
SAE's
decision and mentioned that
he would like to see the other
fraternities get involved with
the open bid-type system.
"The policies of IFC
are
outdated and the organization
is slow to change," Williams
exclaimed. "Many schools
such as those on the East
coast are characterized by
open bid systems in the Greek
organizations."
Spokesmen for Omega
Phi Alpha and Phi Kappa Tau,
the two remaining members
of IFC, maintained that their
rush and pledging program
have been very successful
over the years and will
continue to follow similar IFC
guidelines in the future. "As
long as things continue to work
for us, there is no reason to

A.S.S.E., the Associated
Students of the School of
Education, consists of all
undergraduate students who
are enrolled in the School of
Education and all graduate
students who are working
toward a credential or an
advanced degree offered
through the School of
Education and who have paid
the Associated Students of the
Pacific student body dues.
The governing body lor
this organization, the A.S.S.E.
Commission, has established
for its members a student
services center at 107-B
Bannister Hall, phone number
946-2534. It is staffed with
student volunteers who will
answer questions concerning
various teacher education
programs, course schedules,
and Ryan Bill requirements.
Upcoming activities for this
year include learning center
workshops, speakers, a
periodic news bulletin, and
representation on many
University
committees.

The A.S.S.E. Commis—
. sion has two vacancies:
PrAlMftCMl Commissioner of Publicity
rrU|fV9VW and Commissioner of Ac

SAi Bows From IK, Greek
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's
departure from the InterFraternity Council
and
proposals for a new all fratsoroity organization highlited
action on the Greek scene
these past few weeks.
Chris Equinoa, president
of SAE, stated that the house
benefited little from being in
IFC over the years and that
"the time had come to try to
run things on our own.'' He felt
that by following their own
prescribed open bid system
the
fraternity
might
experience better success.
"We believe that by
establishing our own system
of rushing and pledging, there
will be a better chance for
getting to know those
interested people who take
part," he commented. "IFC's
requirement of having all
rushees visit all the Houses
hindered the individual in
making his choice. We feel the
students are mature enough
to make a decision on their
own."

Student Services Center Established
For School Of Education
tivities. We also need rep
resentatives
for
several
committees. If
you are
interested in any of these
positions please come to our
office and express your
interest. This is an excellent
opportunity to find out what is
going on and to become
involved in matters that will
affect you as a student and as a
future educator.
Regular
meetings of the Commission
are held on the first and third
Tuesdays of every month, at 8
p.m. in 211 Owen Hall. All
teacher education students
are encouraged to attend.
Please check the
bulletin
board in the lobby of Owen
Hall for meeting dates and
teacher education related
information. .
Mr. Bill
McGregor,
Director
of
Placement, will speak with
School of Education students
on Tuesday, October 9, at 11
a.m. in 106 Owen Hall. He will
discuss the importance of
starting one's placement file,
the benefits provided by the
Placement Office, and sta
tistics concerning placement
in the field of education. All
School of Education students
are encouraged to attend.

The Women's Union will hold an introductory and organizational
meeitne this Sunday. The meeting will be a pot-lqck dinner at 23 W.
Vine and participants are asked to bring food or dnnk.Persons needmg
rides'are asked to be in front of the library at 6:45 and the dinner will be

r

at 7 p.m.
NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
RENT—TO OWN

$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —No interest.
KO MONAOHAM'S

tockton
pewriter Co.

• Downtown—249 E. Nintr
• Lincoln Center Nortli
• Lodi—107 W. Pine St.

Open till 9 D.m. Thur.

NOW AVAILABLE

SllJlIIRll

Hewlett Packard HP-35
Scientific Pocket Calculator

Manual Typewriter*
Student Specie!

$309.95

3 months for $15

at

m

A

!
•

!

cash & carry while supplylpetSt^

:TROMCS
MINIMAX ELECTRO*

1-58811

UOPt
Hythecoop
with PSA,

I
i
i
I•i
I
i
>i

2309 N. California
Phone: 466-0371

New
Location

r)J

I•
••
•

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
i n c o r p o r a t e d

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL!

T1 Model SB—10
an extra-function calculator at an economical price.
does square roots, squares, reciprocals-as well as addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division.
instant 8-place accuracy, from simple arithmetic to complex
equations.
' Fast-recharge long-life NiCadbatteries. AC adapter/charger included,
i Guaranteed by Tito be free from defects in parts and workmanship for
one full year.

the

un0*®®®^jjryday

connecting North0ve'S%oXm S K
Gilvctfcampcs rep or
IsAabird
PSAgiwsywalHt.

uB£.

MINIMAX ELECTRONICS

New
Location

(Calculator Specialist)
2309 N. California
Phone: 466-0371
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Interview With Coach Walt Harris

Pacific Sports
Tuesday, Oct. 9, 3 p.m.
UOP vs. San Jose State at WATER POLO
Spartan Stadium, San Jose. UOP entered in Northern
Saturday, Oct. 6, 7:30 p.m. California Tournament at San
KJOY1280; John Rasbach and Jose. October 5 & 0, all day.
Rick Kavooras call the action. UOP vs. Cal Poly Pomona.
Wed., Oct. 10, Kjeldsen
SOCCER
UOP vs. Sacramento State U. Memorial Pool, UOP campus
at Sacramento. Hornet Field, 3:30 p.m.

FOOTBALL

Coach Walt Harris has
compiled a list of accomplishments as a member ol the
Tigers' football team. He was
u standout performer lor the
Tigers in 1966-1967, manning
silon fraternity team is ex the job of strong safety in the
pected to be tough this year, defensive backiield. He icaccording to Olson, while ceivcd his Bachelor of Arts
among the thirteen B's, Phi degree in Physical Education
Delta Chi and Brad Napier's in 1968 and complimented that
with a Masters Degree the
team are favored.
In the seven-team powder following year. In 1970 hepuff league, the delending began his coaching career,
champions of the Tri-Delta landing a coaching job at El
sorority are the team to beat, Camino High School in South
San Francisco, belore re
says Olson.
The season will last six turning to his alma mulct • the
weeks, ending in the second University ol the Pacific.
Later that same year, he
week of November.

Intramural Football Season
The
UOP -intramural
football season opened this
week, as twenty-live teams
will view lorchampionships in
men's A and B and women's
powder puff competition.
"There are a total of 377
players on the teams, says
grad student and Intramural
Director, Rick Olson, "so
participation is high as far as
football is concerned."
On the five A football
team, the Sigma Alpha EpWhat's a zippy little midlenginecoupe like the Porsche
1914 doing in a stop-and-go
(place like the big city?
naiuDoing what comes natu
rally, naturally.
Like using its fuel(injected 2.0-liter en(gine (which means
|none of the carburetor
(adjustments you have with
|most other sporty cars I for
(plenty of go when the light
turns green.
And getting plenty of stop
I from its 4-wheel disc brakes

"Bingo" is a word Tiger
Football Defensive Backiield
Coach Walt Hams can thear
enough of. ..^oat'k
, ,
term "Bingo implies that a
pass has been intercepted by
one of the members ol the
Tigers' defensive backiield.

Begins

when the light turns red.
And taking the hump out
of potholes arid manholes
with its front-wheel inde
pendent
priuinii torsion bar suspen
sion.
And not having
to look very hard
for a place In park.
(There's always
enough room for a 911.)
Or having to look very

City

Porsche

served as defensive backiield
coordinator.
Speaking on the 1973 Tiger
Football Team. Coach Harris
stressed the necessity ol the
team reaching an emotional
peak. He further commented.
• We have the potential and
athletic ability to be 9-1 over
the season. This is as line a
group of athletes as we ve
ever had.
Responding to the issue ol
the importance ol the lootball
program to the univeisity.
Coach Harris stated, "I do not
think the lootball program
should be dropped, unless it is
really overburdening on the
school financially. The reason
1 believe this is that the loot-

ball program contributes to
the "complete education ol
the students. It gives students
a chance to enjoy school in u
different way. It gives them
the opportunity to develop
pride in the school alter they
graduate by contributing t0
the financial assistance that
any private university needs
in order to keep their doors
open.
As the youngest member
of the Tiger Football Coaching
Staff. Coach Walt Harris liasu
very innovative and positive
outlook on the university and
its football program. He is one
of a group of coaches bringing
a well-disciplined and highly,
charactered student athlete to
the University of the Pacific.

.

•"Si

often for a I
place to buy
gas.(The914 |
is a gas-sipper. Not a gas-guzzler.)
Nor will it boil over inl
cross-town traffic. The en-|
gine is air-cooled.
And of course the Porsche!
914 has always been known!
for its cornering. With its!
mid-engine design and rack-j
arid-pinion steering.
And what has
more corners than
,?
a city:

Walt Harris shows his follow-through during a tip drill.

#«*»«»»*<

The "Old Pro" says:

•mym?
•'iixmxuecsM*"

The Tennis Shop has
specials — every day, year 'round
CUSTOM STRINGING by o pro with 35 yoars 01porlonco. 1 DAY torvlco. For all your tonnl*
noods, yoar 'round....

»

We have the "Whole Thing" in tenni

e Tennis Shop
IOU.-M. 1010 7.St. 101. 5:30. S-. Dor 17

Noatto

H> l,M-Stodfi

VALUABLE COUPON"

WITH THIS COUPON

LARGE HAMBURGER
FRIES AND LARGE SOFT DRINK

TRAVALE PORSCHE/AUDI
907 North El
Dorado,
Stockton, California, CA.- 948-5190

ALL FOR

79C BIG SYD'S

1.15 VALUE

VOID AFTER OCT. 17, 1973
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^ck Talk Intramurab

Pen :

Head Mentor of Pacific Grid Iron Wins P.C.A.A. Coach of
Year in Nor Cal. How many of you occasional sports fans
thC » often wondered what on earth those sports writers are
haVe g? Although, on thewhole, writers are not as eloquent as
1
ovin£ AH,,uuN,j'
—
h illustrious Howard Cosell, they are extremely esoteric.
People finding new interests in various sports have
ble adapting to such terms as pigskin, hoopsters, thin
Ss diamondmen, etc.
Many football wives trying to break the communication
rier complain that laymen (in this case laywomen) have
trouble comprehending sports lingo.
But alas, there is reason. This can be summarized in one
u,nrd VARIETY!
Since the subject matter in athletics varies so little, it is
essential for writers to use grotesque cliches to upgrade their

Format
Revealed

Pigskin Prophet
By REPLAY

Director of Intramurals,
Rick Olson, announced his SEASONAL RECORD: 41-12-3
plans lor the all-campus, Pet. .774
The Prophet turned into a
extra-curricular athletic pro
big loss but I'll come out of
gram.
Olson expressed his desire hiding to try again. One more
for more students to take part week like the last one and I'll
in the highly successful pro get my old job back at Woolgram. He feels it gives worth's pointing out which hot
students an opportunity for dogs are done.
recreation as well as enjoy Big Games
ment.
San Jose State 27 - Pacific 2b
WntLet's be realistic. Sports coverage is just plain bland.
The perennially popular
1 rate this game a toss-up.
Creative cliches not only add color and variety, but also a
flag-lootball season started The Spartans played two good
definite amount of class.
„
•
last Monday with immenseenFor example: Tiger Tankers Trounce lexas is much thusiasn being conveyed by all quarters against Stanford and
last week's lay-off might work
more descriptive than Pacific Swim Team Wins.
participants.
against
the Tigers.
Plus, the added amount of levity gives the readera better
In addition to grid U.S.C. 47 - Oregon State 10
flavor of the nature of the sport.
competition, there will be a co
The Trojans let me down
So next time you're struggling to decipher one ol Howard
ed volleyball tournament on last week but 1 don't see their
fosell's infamous descriptions, keep an open mind.
October 9 and 11, a men's ten having any trouble with the
Seek not those boring terms, but those cute little
nis tournament on the 15th, a Beavers. Tony Davis might be
metaphors we all have learned to love and respect.
women's tennis tourney on the out for a few weeks and that
In closing sports fans, it is your responsibility to learn the
22nd, table tennis competition will definitely hurt S.C.
lingo. For where would Wilt ChamM-" ^Ji^didn t know
scheduled for November 1, Stanford 20 - Illinois 17
By GENE SAMUELSON
his stuff?
and hanball and chess tourna
Neither team imuresses
ments planned for later in the me, but the Cards, sooner or
semester. Interested stu later, will have to start
dents should contact Olson at playing good football.
the Intramural office in the Falcons 30 - 49ers 27
m.
The Niners just
just aon
donThave
t nave
UOP's Ice Hockey Club gymnasium.
If anyone has seen Coach
begins its fifth season with
Santomier lately they'd pro
tne annual organizational
bably notice that he has a big
meeting Tuesday, October 9,
smile on his face. Why? Well,
at 9 pm, in Grace CovellHall's
the Tiger soccer team won
By DICK KOCH
big lounge.
The club
State, and San Diego State vs.
their last two games against
UOP's
water
polo
team
began in 1970 and took the
U.C. Santa Barbara.
Hay ward State University
Calaveras Levi Skunk as it's will finish its non-league sea
Before playing U.C. Davis
and Diablo Valley College 4-1
son
this
Wednesday
with
a
mascot. This seemed most
and
Modesto J.C. this week,
and 3-0 respectively..
appropriate since the quality game against Cal Poly
Coach Santomier com of play at that time could best Pomona. The game will be the Tigers trounced San Fran
mented that the Hayward be described as stinking. played in the Kjel'dsen pool cisco State 19-3 and Modesto's
Beyer High School 14-4, then
State game was a very good
However, the "Skunks'' next to the stadium.
game and that the Tigers
The practice season could playing six games in two days
have made great progress in
showed much more aggres
hardly
be considered a chal in the U.C. Berkeley Tourna
the past five years and last
sion and team effort during
lenge,
with
the Tigers domi ment.
season the club was able to
At this point, standouts
the game. Santomier also said
nating
their
first five games
have games with other "real
are
scoring leaders, Randy
that U.O.P. caught Hayby a total schore of 70-19, often
teams".
Snider, Craig Schwartz and
ward's defense totally off
using second-string players.
In all candor, the UOP
guard which enabled the Ti
"This is by far the best Stuart Craft, freshman
Skunks are very serious about
gers to get an early lead in the
team I have coached," says Goalie, Gordy Smith, and
their sport. That is, they are
head mentor, Connor Sutton. starters, Rick Reeder, Joe
game.
very serious about having a
"No one is faster in the
Mac Couto and Jose Rod
good time and providing some
league,' so that UOP s fast
riguez each scored a goal agood exercise. "We go out break offense will be hard to
gainst Hayward, while A1
there to play the game we love
beat this year.
Juarez added two.
and have some good, good
One of the more impor
Two hundred and thirty- fun," says Club president Red
tant games this year will be
three spectators showed up lor Smith.
Any member of the
the game with Diablo Valley University community is the first of the season against
the San Jose Spartans, a team
on Sept. 29.
welcome to participate in the which is traditionally among
There were several con Ice Hockey Club. Both players
the top five in the league,
sistent passers throughout the and people interested in
game. Although these players helping with organization, Sutton remarks.
After the S.J. State game,
didn't score, they attributed a public address, and statistics
other
crucial matches will pit
great deal in the game.
are encouraged to attend the
UOP against Los Angeles
organizational meeting.
beautiful selection

Soccer Victories
Spur On Team

Hockey

Fifth Season

it this year and last week's loss
might have made them realize
it.
Raiders 32 - Cardinals 20
The Raider offense can't
be that bad and they're due to
score a touchdown. The Car
dinals looked bad last week.
Redskins 35 - Cowboys 24
Jurgenson is back and he
could bust the game wide open
if he shows the brilliance he
once had.
Other Games
Michigan over Oregon by
20

Wasington over Cal by 8
UCLA over Utah by 31
Alabama over Georgia by
Colts over Patriots by 4
Bears over Saints by 14
Browns over Bengals by 2
Chiefs over Broncos by 7
Packers over Giants by b
Rams over Oilers by 21
Dolphins over Jets by 9
Vikings over Lions by 4
Bills over Eagles by 3
Steelers over Chargers by
.

Waterpolo Keeps Winning
Dietrich and Rick Hendricks.
Weak points - if they can
be called that - in the Tiger
game involve the need for a
better pressing defense and a
stronger overall team of
fense, concentrating on im
proved passing, according to
Sutton.
Today and tomorrow the
team will be inSan Jose to par
ticipate in the Northern
California Water Polo Tourna
ment, then will play the Cal
Poly Pomona game this
Wednesday.

-NEW-

SPECIAL STUDENT

AUTO INSURANCE

'village sports
BEYE OPTICAL
1308 W. ROBINHOOD DRIVE
phone 478-632)

Bourbon Street
Liquors
LIQUORS
WINES
MIXES
KEG BEER

SKI PACKAGE
Rosignols Elites

$149.00

Spalding Chaprals

$136.00

Kastle Sprints

$89.00

INCLUDES.BINDINGS & POLES

799 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615

•We discount premiums if you have been claim free for the
|past 12 months • Additional discounts for good student? •
110% annual discount for no losses ' Discounts for more
•than 1 car • New' low rates for married males and single
Ifemales • Broad coverage type policy • Local and nation-!
Jwide daim service • Choice of easy payments • Policy may
•be continued after graduation.
'Don't waif—Come in or call now for a personal quotation
Son your auto insurance.
For More Information Check in the ASUOP Office.

1035 WEST ROBINHOOD DRIVE - SUITE 2C
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95207

478-2450

ICE
WEST LANE

PROGRAM
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ASUOP Has Successful
Evening WithTower

Page Ten

calaveras calendar

By JOHN LYNCH
Tonight

6:30 and 9 p.m. The Great Race - Anderson Y lilm.
8:30 p.m. The Fantastieks - a musical. Stockton Civic Theatre.
8 p.m. Services lor the Day ol Atonement - Temple of Israel - 5103 N. hi

Tower of Power may very
well be the Associated Stu
dents of the University ol the
Pacific's favorite group lroni

Dorado
8:15 p.m. Community Concert - The Little Angles - Conservatory.

now on.

Tomorrow

• If not, they should be, as
ASUOP raked in several hun
dred dollars from the concert
they co-produced with Bill
Grahams KM Productions
lust Sunday evening at the
Stockton Civic Auditorium,
thus notching a
moneymaking first, involving "up
town" performances lor the
student organization. The out
door concerts, now banned in
UOP's Tiger Stadium, had
previously been the only fruit
ful musical ventures lor
ASUOP.

10 a.m. Services for the Day of Atonement - Temple ol Israel -

N hi

Dorado
6:30 and 9 p.m. The Great Race - Anderson V lilm.
8:30 p.m. The Fantastieks - a musical. Stockton Civic Theatre

Sunday, October 7
6:30 and 9 p.m. The Great Race - Anderson V lilm.
8 p.m. Stephen Stills with Manassas tit Winterland.
8:30 p.m. The Fantastieks - a musical. Stockton Civic Theatre.

Tuesday, October 9

, ..

,

8 p.m. ,J. Sig Paulson lectures at Unity ol Stockton, 48 West I oplar.
8 p.m. Faces with Rod Stewart, at the Cow Palace.
8:15 p.m. Ira Lehn, Cellist. Conservatory.

Wednesday, October 10
10 a.m. Raymond College Coffee Hour - Common Room.
7 p.m. Louise Liebcr Art Presentation - Gold Room

Thursday, October 11
8 p.m. The Fantastieks - a musical. Stockton Civic Theatre.
IJIIIIII

"MGM MIDNIGHT SPECIAL"

SCIENCE FICTION SPECTACULAR

Some 2700 people jammed
i| the auditorium Sunday to lis
ten to what turned out to be a
surprisingly strong perlorjj manee by "East Bay s Best .
; F<
approximately
90
S minutes, "Power' poured on
E their lunky brass sound,
jcarelully weaving old and new
I material.
Feet
Back on the
;Ground" and "Play it Sale .
• two hard-hitting blues numibers, ignited the iestivities as
j the sizeable crowd responded
I with roaring approval. The
|eleven-man ensemble then
I slowed it down with a pairol
I their very popular tunes,
• "You're Still a Young Man
Sand "It's So Very Hard 'To
•Go", two pleasantly arranged
• numbers that provide line voJcal harmony in addition to
• delicate brass progressions.

Last weekend Tower of Power played "'Bump City" at the
Stockton Civic Auditorium.
applause from the crowd for
his aggressive solos, -and
also for his spirited dances,
similiar to those displayed by
some magical clown at the cir
cus. The audience, too. broke
into scattered dancing as To
wer of Power struck up their
ever-popular, "You ve Got lo
Funkilize"
and
immortal
"Down to the Nightclub .
After easing up lor the last
time on one of their newest
hits. "Just Another Day , the
group finished with a lenghty
version of "Knock Yourself
Out", from their East Bay

Production Of HAIR
Gives Amateurs A Chance
By STANZ1 UHEREK

The American tribal loverock musical, Hair, is going to
Stealing the show was have a revival at the Univer
!tenor saxaphone player. Skip sity of the Pacific this fall.
The 1968 box office smash
•Mesquite. who drew repeated
by Gerome Ragni and James
Rade will be produced by an
independent groupof UOP stu
dents headed by Joseph Lillis,
producer
of
last
year's
Miracle Players.
Staffed, designed, and di
rected by UOP students, the
cast was assembled last week.
Rehearsals are now under
way, with a projected opening
night of November 16.
Amplifiers
According
to
Vince
Drum Sets
Brown, director ol Hair, "The
FRIDAY 12:00 MIDNIGHT;
music, dancing and songs ol
.SATURDAY 12:00 NOON :
Electric Guitars and Basse this show should give anyone
SUNDAY 12:00 NOON
I
who wants to a chance to par
•Microphones
ticipate. In particular, those
•

and;=

FORBIDDEN WE NOW
IPLADET I RENT
3

people who would like to get in
volved in a show, but don t
want to work in an organized
drama department. " The cast
includes over thirty students,
many on-stage for the lirst
time.
The value of the program,
according to Joseph Lillis, is
that it provides a unique op
portunity for amateurs to get
together and learn as well as
Without
ASUOP
perform.
funding for this, the majority
of these students would never
have the chance to get in
volved in their own project.
Hair is the lirst ol a series
of plays that will be produced
by Lillis and performed by stu
dents. Tickets will be avail
able at ASUOP free to UOP
students.

P.A. Systems

3

M8UBKK

Pianos

BY THE DAY,
WEEK, OR MONTH
3

Come in now or call for
information

1
m

3

Phon* 466-4388
ADMISSIONS
CHILDREN 1.00
OVER 12 YRS. 2.00

MIRAS-LE

ooooo
2363 Pacific Ace.

ni

Grease album. The linale leatured the band members each
doing a solo bit before re
joining into a crashing climax
of horns and harmony.
The well-traveled Oak
land lads have finally learned
to put on a decent perlormance and it was a long time
coming. With their somewhat
corny "Paul Revere and the
Raiders-type" loot
move
ment working, dominated by
the five-man trumpet and sax
section. Tower ol Power has
seemingly put their live act
together.

Open All Week Nit.« 'til 9

7555 Pacific Ave.

478-9913

In the Oakridge Center

A

MELLOW

LOUNGE FEATURING HAND

MADE DRINKS: AN ARCADE OF GAMES
A SOUND LOUNGF. FEATURING MCINTIOSH
& BOSE STEREO COMPONENTS. FREE
POPCORN, FANTASTIC STEAMED HOT DOGS,
POOL & DART TOURNAMENTS. DRAFT BEER
TURTLERACES WEEKLY.
TWO DRINKS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
WITH THIS AD
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ASU0 P Presents Brazilian Guitarist
the Brazilian
ill'appear in conguiW iSu vmond Great Hall.
^rtatH,Evening. October 12
on t rldayThe concert is being
trtsS'd bV ASOOP and is
BoIa

c

^ SUC'h varied
v ui itru Los nugci«
Angeles Symphony
and
'
ojhhiiuuhj anu
lour members
members ol
oi the Los Angeles Philhar
^lllsts as lour
Santana and members ol the
m0nie Orchestra.

things to do
in the dark..
nmorams aun
durins
There are many new .p./
TV programs
g the week but I vet
heard tell that watching television isn
THINGS TO DO IN THE DARK.

l'reeB°olatUSetelbegan

playing
auitar during his childlhe gBrazil. Today he is
100ti u ol isoneol the world's
SSJISSist and. above
SJ master ol the Braz.liam

SATURDAY: THE PARTRIDGE FAMILY started out the
new season with David Cassidy Dunking sex ed
P
bad. Opposite ALL IN THE FAMILY (8:00) it seasytoavo.d.

1UltIn

1967 when named Man
Year. Critic Leonaid
'eather said. "Bola Sete is the
,

«. »*.•• "I'etBStorMARY^TYLERMOORE but
on take a break ti, CAROL

the

BURNETT at 10 pm.

eLhBola

SUNDAY- THE NEW PERRY MASON is Monte Markham.
SOK but the first two screenplays were poor. Not good,
but better than DISNEY or h Bl.
MONDAY:
LOTSA LUCK starts the week. With Dom

Sele s concerts are

'--srjsrs

exciting mixture ol his own

•ompositions, works b.v otht
irazilian composers, and trahtional Brazilian lolk music,
ncluded
are
chorus,
serenades) and macumba.
Brazilian voodoo music). In
Concert. Bola Sete shows an in
credible feeling and skill lor
he intricate Alro-Latin
•hythms of his native music.
' Bola Sete is now under an

contract with
Records. His lust
Columbia release, Going to
Bio", came out in September.
The album showcases Bola
outstanding guitar
•kk and includes accomaccom

charm to a run-of-the-mill situation comedy.
MEDICAL
The nest of the evening is lootbal. moyj , L
,
CENTER, and the new unimproved DICK v AN ux ix .
TUESDAYTEMPERATURES RISING now has Paul
lynde tl wha, ,... CHASE MARES DKAGNET took chock
full of surprises...HAWAI1-F1VE-0 is back...So s MARCUS
The nei shows are SHAFT (black exploitation hits; the: tube),
HAWKINS ( easily forgotten, like the title), and FOLIC

ixclusive

Columbia

SR^SS»

St

Bola Sete, at Raymond Great Hall, October 12, at 8 p.

heatre Season At Delta
romises Wide Variety
Delta drama's theatre bill evil that has possessed the
year includes a total ol boys. A1 Muller directs.
t productions covering a
LOVE CH1CANO STYLE
id spectrum of
out- is an original musical review
ding and unusual theatre by the Chicano Theatre
tiring a variety of acting, Production
class.
Con
luction and design styles. temporary skits, traditional
CHILD'S PLAY,
by dancing, musical selections
ert Marasco, opens and a large cast characterize
iber 12. Recipient of the Chicano point ol view in
what promises to be a real
ral "Tony" awards
entertainment
treat oi the fall
ng the 1970 Broadway
at
Delta,
(opening
season
on, this melodrama of
emporary
proportions November 16)
December 7 marks the
the sleeper hit oi the year.
debut
of
ALICE
IN
The spine-tingling tale WONDERLAND. This script,
;s place in St. Charles, a Eva LaGallienne's version oi
o school for boys, in which the Lewis Carroll epic "Alice
men on the faculty are in Wonderland" and "Alice
ng to come to grips with a Through the Looking Glass ,
ptic kind of malevolence will be directed by Franklin H.
is sweeping through the Wilbur.
A children s theatre
ients.
This is not the
eration gap rebellion of production by Shirley Pugh,
A BASKET, will be
ONE IN
UN a
but
something ONE
1
D /> »rot t
atural, some undefined directed by Barbara

=

0 SHERWOOD
fbahkovich
(WWVIIV"
PRODUCTION
-week

Carats
llmann Edward Albert dene Kellv Binme Barnes
( PLUS )

GOtmeHIMI
BOTTEBFUES
**v
_ «nC(I

7:55

dollar Bonus Mat
ended
f'ted to
NightforUOPstudents and faculty

pHxtat n»TE

1

This delightful production of
twelve lolk and fairy tales lor
children will be presented in
Story Theatre fashion.
ARMS AND THE MAN,
by George Bernard Shaw, is
the majorSpring offering. One
of Shaw's most distinguished
plays, it was first presented in
1894. Shaw wrote a satire on
war and the professional light
ing man. Shaw, at his comicbest, will be directed by
Franklin H. Wilbur.
Delta oilers student
prices and group sales for this
entire varied series. Call 4629371 for information

Jk^s a"thief"Bin

llke 11 cott

tradition of the AVENGERS and 11 1AKES A 1HILI-.B

Bixby stars with Keene Curtis in this unusual suspense show.
It begins Tuesday at 9 pm.
WEDNESDAY: 1 will never see BOB & CAROL & TED &
ALICE because it is opposite SONNY & LHER.
WVN

Be°on the waTch tor Helen Hayes and Mildred Natwiek in THE
SNOOP SISTERS. They will alternate in the Wedne
y
MYSTERY MOVIE slot.
KW PWK # W* «*••«*» ,S1 *
SCWNO 8*S*I*MtlK
Oil PACIFIC AVL S WMCU WU
Uft CODOniONED COOt

HUM
THE GREATEST SEX

COMEDY SHOW OF ALL TIME!
NOW
iv .re*'*
SHOWING Loh-dx\0

October 5,1$,
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Office f unctioned last year as
a tfsting service for local job

openings. Some intervtewslor

business,
industry
and
government positions were
arranged.
"The
primary
limitation on the services was
the invisibility
ol
the
Placement Center to students
and employers," McGregor
commented.
.
'McGregor
emphasized
that the Career Planning and
Placment Center is not an
employment agency. "We can
open doors, but the individual
must land the job." He
describes
the
primaryconcern of his ollice as the
development of the tools to
seek employment."

Senior
Photos

Callison Preceptor, Jerry Hewitt, chats with Raymond Preceptor, Andrew Key.
and students about the fate of Knowles Field.

KNOLES from pg. 1
Jerry Hewitt, adressed the
crowd. He mentioned that the
controversy was not a Ray
mond student issue, but a com
munity issue of paving over
the environment. He con
tinued that it was unfortunate
that the first public- announce
ment of the construction was

with bulldozers; however, he
commended McCaffrey and
the administration for being
responsive to student opposi
tion and their willingness to
realize the communication
problem and try to correct it.
McCaffrey mentioned
three plans to provide more

WHAT'S HAPPENING NOW!
Consider

the

"Colleee-Centered" Chur.:

Covenant Church
1720 Oxford Way,
Only Four Blocks South of

Campus

Worship Services at 8:30 and 11am
College Class at 9-4'5
7pm Body l ife Service
opm College Fellowship Groups
•"if More Information C*Sa.

Veram R. Kraft
POP Atamans. ph. 4M-SiW

classifieds

Z For Sale:
Z bed with

Extra long hospital
washable mattress.
— bedside commode," and over
— the bed table. All pieces for
5 only $75. Call 478-8936.
Z evenings and weekends.
ZBig Savings: Visit your local
ZASUOP Travel Service. Get
Zaway to almost anywhere at
"big savings. Mon-Fri. 12-2 at
-ASUOP office.

For Sale: Miide electronic;
calculator. Excellent quality.;
like new condition. $170 new,;
will sell lor $75. Call 477-7957. !

V.W. Service: Service done;
here on campus lor less $. ;
Tune-ups, valve adjustments. ;
and brakes. Contact Jeff Stagg !
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.
WANTED: Night man lor new ;
Stockton motel. Free living ;
quarters. Call 948-2400 lor \
appointment.

recreational
space
on
campus: the turfing ol live to
ten acres north of the tennis
courts; the turfing of the area
between the Pharmacy com
plex and Cowell Health Cen
ter; and the turfing of the area
near the old swimming pool.
Lynne St. Georges, one of
the student organizers ol the
parking lot moratorium, was
discouraged at the apathy ol
the students shown by their
not coming to follow up the
petition they had urged.

The time to make sure
your photo will appear in this
year's NARANJADO is at
hand! The idea is to keep them
as casual as possible, so wear
anything you want and bring
whatever...

PHARMACY is scheduled
for Monday, October 8, from 3
to 5 p.m. at the west end of the
Rotunda.
Students of COP, SCHOOL
OF
EDUCATION
and
SCHOOL
OF
EN
GINEERING are scheduled
for Tuesday, October 9, froml
to 5 p.m. Meet in the Rose
LEGAL from pg. 1
Garden by Burns Tower and
are currently in several loca the Administrative Building.
tions on campus.
Any extra pictures will be
Expanding Pacific to taken between 3 and 5 p.m. on
university-owned property on Wednesday, October 10, in the
the other side of the Calaveras Rose Garden.
River and buying property
Cost
for
SENIOR
from Delta College were PHOTOS is only 25 cents this
under consideration.
year.

Foreign Travel
Course Meeting
Scheduled
'
The College ol the Pacil
and Raymond College a ,
planning a presentation l0r
students interested in torcjj
travel courses Thursday et)
ning, October 11, 7:00 - #
p.m. in the Gold Room. ]j
program will consist of a lj t
minute presentation lor ej,
course (there are appro,
mately six courses) folio*,
by a hall-hour period w|J
students can discuss in ttiol
detail their particular intj
ests with the approprj
faculty member. Thedecisil
as to whether an individj
course is "go" or "no-go
must be made NLT OctobJ
20th, so it is important to mat
your interest known to us.

J

FUNDS from pg. 1

be given at that time, the
student will advise the cliei
If the problem requires di
legal advice", research 1
letters to be written, 1
appointment will be madeII
the next clinic session.
5. After the intial intJ
view, the law student willliltj
"Student Opinion" and J
supervising attorney will li
his "Opinion".
6.
Final
counsel:!
session with client.
Valuable

The Legal Counselij
Service, when operative, u
provide McGeorge studei
with a relevant learning
perience and UOP studei
with a much-needed andva
able service.

potpourri

Friday, Oct. 5
Breakfast
Pear Halves
Malt-O-Meal
Coached Eggs
English Muffins
Hash Browns
Bear Claws
Lunch
Clam Chowder
Submarines
Chix Croquette w/ Sauce
3-Layer Fruit Mold
Mand Or/Orange Mold
Chinese Chews

Sunday, Oct. 7
Breakfast
Assorted J uiees
Cold Cereals
Banana Nut Bread
Lunch
Pineapple Chunks w/
Blueberries
German-Apple Pancakes
Bacon
Mellaway Coffee Ring

Tuesday, Oct. 9
Breakfast
Orange Hall
Cream of Rice
Poached Eggs
English Muffins
Apple Muffin

Thursday, Oct. 11
Breakfast
Sliced Straw. &
Grapefruit Sections
Wheathearts
Hash Brown
Bullerhorns

Lunch
Mulligaiuwney
Sloppy Joe
Fritters/Bacon
Chiles Rellenos
Raspberry P.A. Gel.
Sunset Sulud
Cherry Outmeal Cookie

Lunch
Mushroom Soup
Cheese Dreams
Chili con Carne
Spinach in Sr. Cr
Fish Plate #3
Under the Sea Sal
Mand Or./Or. Sal
Solt Molasses Cook

Dinner
Cheese Fondue
Pot Roust of Beef
Peas/W hole Onions
Dinner
Lamb CurryDinner
FOR SALE:
Blaupunkt
Baked Sole
Tossed Salad w/Artichokes,
Veal Steak
Dinner
AM/FM Stereo Radio. $100
Lasagne
Croutons & Bacon
Beet Burgundy
Baked Chix/Hongro
Whipped Potatoes
firm. Call Tom: 478-4827
Banana Split
Braised Celery & Mushrooms
Pork Chop Suey
3 Help Wanted: Job available.
Brussel Sprouts
Pear Hall'/Gr. Cheese
Gr. Chinese Noodli
WANTED: Church "organist
Z Sales to service commercial
Peach/Cr. Cheese Ball
Custard
Monday, Oct. 8
Gr. Beans Panucl
needed. Pd. position. Persons
Cream Pulls
S acts. $1.50 per hour plus high
Neopolilan Cuke
Breakfast
Peanut Slaw
interested in membership in
Z commission. Call 478-6867.
Apple Turnover
Melon Balls
Saturday, Oct. 6
Wednesday, Oct. 10
an outstanding church choral
Pudding
Farina
3 Winter in Mexico: Study a
Breakfast
Breakfast
Pancakes/Syrup
group, contact Bill Pruitt. 4643 Writer's Mexico. Call Jim
Assorted Juices
Raspberries
Sausage Links
5160
Z Shebl at 946-2553, Knowles
Cold Cereals
Ralston
Donuts
Z Hall.
Lunch
JOBS ON SHIPS! No ex peri- Z
French Toast
— TYPING; Custom typing done
Cream ol Vegetable
Bacon
ence required. Excellent pay. Z
Lunch
Z in my home. Stencils, term
BBQ Beef/Onion Roll
Worldwide travel. Perfect Z
Strawberries
Turky Pie/Corn Br
Lunch
Z papers, resumes, manusummer job or career. Send 3
Mushroom Omelet
Fish Plate #5
Chicken Rice Soup
3 scripts, business letters, etc.
$3.00
for
information. 3
Sausage Links
Cantaloupe/Nut Gel.
Hamburger/Bun
3 Call 477-1760.
Fried Eggs
Minted P.A. Mold
SEAFAX, Dept. v-1 P.O. Box 3
Pork Noodle Cass.
Z For Sale: Good girl's bike for
Orange Honey Bread
Peanut Btr. Cookie
2049, Port Angeles, Washing-z
Peach & Cottage Ch.
z sale. $20. Call 951-2533.
Rasp./Rasp. Jello
ton 98362.
—
Dinner
Dinner
Bread Pudding
3 Notice: Do you wish to attend a
Roast
Pork
Pizza
Typing: Experienced Typist C
2 small Baptist church with a
Artichoke
Pork
Cutlet
Dinner
desires work on term papers, Z
good youth group? Transpor
Buttered Rice
Risotto
Captain's Plate
etc. Will take dictation onZ
Carrots&
Parseley
Carcioli ala Regency
tation provided. Call A!
Broccoli Almond, Chow Yuk
b u s i n e s s l e t t e r s . P h o n e : 4 6 2 - 3 Asparagus/Tomato Tray
Florentine Salad
Warren at 478-6431.
Deviled Eggs
8755 after 5:00 p.m. weekdays. 3
Bread Stix (Salted) '
Choc. Cherry Pie
Genova Bread
Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiirr
Fresh Fruit w/ Cheese
Heavenly Hash
ZExpert Typing:
DissertaZ tions, theses, term papers, etc.
Z done professionally by GeneZ vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m.
3 thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.

